Abstract. Natural language parser is usually faced ungrammatical input, such as mistyping or error POS tags. If the parser uses language dependant explicit linguistic knowledge to detect and correct grammatical errors, it is useful for parser. In this paper, we propose a method that uses the Chinese structural auxiliary knowledge to detect and correct ungrammatical Chinese parsing errors. We focus on three error types: miss segmentation, miss POS tags, and miss typing. Experimental results show that appropriate use of evident Chinese structural auxiliary knowledge indeed helps to correct parsing errors and further to improve Chinese parsing performance.
Introduction
Language parsing is an essential part for various kinds of natural language understanding applications including question & answering system, machine translation and so on. Most of language parsers are usually constructed based on standard grammar rules with an assumption that texts to be parsed are error free. Unfortunately, this is not always true. Typos and irregular expression are frequently occurred in documents, especially in emails, messengers and blogs. In addition, the inaccurate preprocessing steps (e.g. parts-of-speech, text segmentation) of a parser bring more errors. Due to the agglutinative characteristics of Chinese language, these kinds of errors occur frequently and should not be ignored in Chinese language parsing. In this paper, we propose to apply Chinese structural auxiliary knowledge to detect and correct ungrammatical errors for Chinese language parsing.
A structural auxiliary is an unstressed form word, which performs the grammatical functions of structure in Chinese language. The structural auxiliaries are the most frequently words used words in Chinese. Based on our study, average occurrence of structural words in Chinese news articles is 1.25 per sentence.
Although structural auxiliaries are occurred extremely frequently in Chinese, there are only three words to perform the grammatical functions of structure. That is, "的(de), 得(de), 地(de),
1 ". In particular, "的" is used after an attributive to identify its attributiveness, e.g. 我的书 (my book), 中国的历史 (the history of China), or at the end of a nominal structure to form a noun phrase, namely "的-phrase", e.g. 开车的 (man who drives), 红色的 (something red); "地" is used after an adjective adverbial, e.g. 愉快地学习(study happily), 轻轻地落下 来(fall gently down); "得" is used after a verb or an adjective to introduce a completion, e.g. 跑得快(run quickly), 好得很(very good). In this paper, we call them as CSAs (Chinese Structural Auxiliaries) for short. CSAs are one of most important language features in Chinese, however, its essential ambiguity and abuse brings several issues in natural language processing (NLP). In particular, Multiple grammatical functions of CSAs make the grammatical analysis quite difficult in natural language processing (NLP). For example, the auxiliary "的" not only can be a structural auxiliary "我的衣服(my clothes)", but also can be a tense auxiliary "他的情 况，我是知道的(his situation, I knew)" or pronoun "送牛奶的(milkman)". In addition, due to the transliteration of English into Chinese, it could be a part of foreign words such as "的里雅斯特(Trieste)". CSAs are usually used wrongly or improperly in Chinese because of the careless writing style of the Chinese. They are misused in place of each other. For instance, in the phrase "现金流量非常的充沛(vey abundant cash flow)", the word "的" is used improperly to be replaced as the correct word "地". Liu (2006) has pointed out that there are 28.2% structural auxiliary errors in primary and secondary school textbooks biased errors corpus. These characteristics of CSAs cause a number of errors in segmentation, POS(parts-of-speech) tagging and parsing in NLP. In this paper, we propose the application of CSAs error analysis techniques to improve the natural language understanding in Chinese. The rest of this work is organized as follows. We first briefly describe what technologies can be relevant to this idea in Section 2. Three kinds of error types to be considered for Chinese language parsing are systemically studied and the approach to detect and correct these errors is presented in Section 3. We then test the performance of our approach using a known news corpus (Section 4). This paper is concluded with speculation on how the current work can be further improved in Section 5.
Related Work
The natural language processing issues related with ungrammatical text errors have been studied by several researchers. Atwell (1987) proposed an N-gram-based method to detect mistyping, and lack or extraneous constituents of sentences. Foster and Vogel (2004) has been collected a 20,000 word corpus of ungrammatical English sentences from a variety of written language sources (newspapers, emails, websites, etc.) . Each ungrammatical sentence in the corpus is corrected, producing a parallel corpus of grammatical sentences. They use this data to evaluate a parser's ability to produce an accurate parse for ungrammatical sentence. Gamon et al. (2007) applied speller techniques and language modeling approaches to detect and correct errors in incorrect usage of determiners and choice of the preposition. Different with previous researches on English text, we focus on the ungrammatical errors in Chinese text, which are more complicated than English due to the essential characteristic of Chinese such as agglutination. Liu (2006) and Pang et al. (2004) studied the problem of CSAs. Instead of applying CSA to NLP, they just focused on error analysis of CSA. In this paper, we propose the application of CSAs error analysis techniques to improve the natural language understanding in Chinese.
Application of CSA Grammatical Functions for Chinese Parsing
CSAs are one of most important language features in Chinese, however, its essential ambiguity and abuse brings several issues in natural language processing (NLP). In this section, we present our approach to detect and correct the errors related with CSAs. We first studied the error types caused by the ambiguity or abuse of CSAs in Chinese news articles. Second, different CSAs errors are classified into such error types using support vector machines (SVM). Third, heuristic rules are adopted to correct these errors for better understanding of Chinese language in NLP.
Error Analysis of Chinese Structural Auxiliaries
In this section, we study the error types of CSAs and discuss how to utilize CSAs' grammatical functions to improve Chinese parsing.
Segmentation Error
Due to agglutinative characteristic of Chinese, word segmentation is indispensable to intelligent Chinese language process. Segmentation error, however, is inevadible and tends to misguide parse tree generation for NLP since no segmentation algorithms achieve the 100% segmentation accuracy. Segmentation dictionaries and machine learning techniques (Wong and Chan, 1996; Low et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2006) are popular techniques to alleviate segmentation issues. However, none of previous researches has considered the effect of CSAs on word segmentation. In this article, we argue that the CSAs analysis should be incorporated to reduce the word segmentation errors. For example, Chinese word "丽珠得乐(Bismuth Potassinm Citrate)" is a medical name for a stomach pain killer. If segmentation dictionary does not contains this word (This is usually true for most foreign words and hi-tech words), according to traditional segmentation algorithms, it might be segmented into two different forms, "丽珠_得_乐 " or "丽 _珠_得_乐". If POS tagging is applied to further analyzing this word, it might obtain two wrong parsing results as " 丽 珠 /NR 得 /DE 乐 /NR" and " 丽 /NR 珠 /NN 得 /DE 乐 /NR". Obviously, this medical noun should be treated as an entire unit instead of segmenting it into pieces. Otherwise, it will lead to parsing errors.
However, if we take a CSAs analysis of this sentence, such kind of error can be corrected easily. More specifically, knowing the syntax of "得", it can infer that the word before or after "得" should not be an noun term. Thus, using a chunking approach, we can generate a correct parse tree. By processing a simple and fast CSA analysis, we can easily solve the segmentation errors related with CSAs and consequentially improve the Chinese parsing performance.
POS Tagging error
POS tagging, usually as a subsequent step of segmentation in NLP, brings lots of errors in Chinese parsing. Chinese structural auxiliaries cause various kinds of errors in POS tagging. For example, " 炒 地 (Land speculation)", " 三 亩 地 (three acres of land)" and " 注 册 地 (registration place)" are usually falsely tagged as "炒/VV 地/DE", "三/NU 亩/MW 地/DE", and " 注 册 /NN 地 /DE", respectively. Actually, "地 " in these words are noun instead of auxiliary due to its polymorphism. Most POS tagging approaches can not differentiate its polymorph and cause POS tagging errors. Such kinds of POS tagging errors are usually occurred in compound phrases like " 采 得 的 信 息 (collected information)". Noticed that, because of POS tagging error, that is, mistreating "地" as an auxiliary, the parser can not find a suitable grammar rule to output reasonable parse tree.
However, if we take a CSA analysis of this sentence, such kind of error can be avoided. In CSA grammar rule, " 地 ", as an auxiliary, should be placed before a verb or adjective, otherwise it should be a noun referring to "field". Knowing this fact, we replaced the "DE" tag of "地" with "NN" and get a reasonable parser tree. By processing a simple and fast CSA analysis, we can easily solve the POS tagging errors related with CSAs and consequentially improve the Chinese parsing performance.
3.1.3
Language abuse error Chinese writings are overwhelmed by Chinese structural auxiliary abuse. The reasons to explain this phenomenon can be categorized into:
The history of Chinese language culture. The issue of division or reunion three types of Chinese structural auxiliary has been debated for a long time. Sometime, "的" and "地" are united into one auxiliary type, and sometimes are utilized separately. Due to the popularity of "的", it has been inappropriately used widely in Chinese writings. According to our statistics, the usage proportion of "的" accounted for 97.42% of all CSA usage. Due to popularity of spelling input method in Chinese computers, the same spelling of three types of CSAs causes lots of mistyping in writing. Figure 1 shows the distribution of CSA abuse calculated from a sample of Net ease 2007 Chinese news articles. In Figure 1 , the label "SRD_BSD" denotes the misuse of "得" instead of "的"; the label "SRD_TYD" denotes misuse "得"instead of "地"; "BSD _SRD" denotes the misuse "的" instead of "得"; "BSD_TYD" denotes misuse "的"instead of "地". As shown in Figure 1 , it can be observed that the abuse ratio of CSA "地" is almost zero. It means that CSA "地" nearly causes abusing, and the proportion of abuse of CSA "得" is 7%, so the abuse of the CSA is almost caused by CSA "的"(93%). In the abuse CSA "的", people are more confused by the pair of "的" and "地"(56%) compared with the pair of "的" and "得" (37%). Note that this statistical result is accordance with the first reason of CSA abuse. Because "的"CSA can be placed most of the words, we need more sophisticated approach and need more context features to resolve abuse of CSAs. For example, we only consider "高(high)/ 的/多(more)"3 words, most of the Chinese person directly recognize "的"CSA is abused with CSA of "得", but we give more context as "收入高的多纳税(high-incomer pay more taxes)", the people know CSA of "的" is correct. This example shows us to resolve abuse of "的"CSA, not only consider adjacent terms, but also consider long distance context features. All of those characteristics should consider into when we are building our detecting and correcting the CSA errors system.
Error Detection
Knowing the above three types of errors, we can apply support vector machine (SVM) to classify errors into these types.
The SVM is a state of the art supervised machine-learning technique proposed by Vapnik (1995) and is based on Structured Risk Minimum Principle. By the principle, when training a classification model, the aim of the learner is to optimize not just the error rate on the training data set, but also the ability of the model for predication, and the ability depend on concept VCdimension. The SVM is being applied in many areas such as word sense disambiguation, text classifications (Song et al., 2005) .
To correctly group the errors related with CSAs, we utilize adjacent terms of each CSA as contextual features for SVM. In particular, we extract K terms on both left and right side of each CSA in the sentence as contextual features. The context feature we used term and POS tag. In additionally, we also added some of the grammatical pattern rules used as features. This is for our data set sparseness and for reveals implicit data properties. Some of the grammatical pattern rules are show as follows in Table 1 . 
Error Correction
After detecting errors related with CSA and their error types, we can correct these errors using a set of heuristic rules. Based our observation, the 3 kinds of CSA errors are have different characteristics, that is most of the language abuse errors are caused by "的", and most of the segmentation errors are caused by "得" followed by "地", and most of POS tag errors are caused by "地" followed by "得", so we can focus this characteristics to use different solution.
For example, if a detected error is "的", we can first apply it abuse error correcting solution, if the solution resolve the error finish correction, but the solution can't resolved then we can apply it with segmentation error correcting solution. If a detected error is "地", we first apply it with POS tagging error correcting solution, and then apply it with segmentation error correcting solution and language abuse error correcting solution separately. In the following sub-sections, we detail introduce each CSA error correcting method.
3.3.1
Correct segmentation error Detecting miss segmented boundary even difficult, but those errors are usually tends to following 3 different aspects.
Grammatically conflicted with CSA, for example, "丽珠/NR 得/DE 乐/NR". Miss segmented single character units, for example, "丽_珠_得_乐". Important clue are appears at around, such as quotation ("丽珠得乐"系列产品), designation terms(实得集团, 梦地董事长). Based on above aspects, if input of detected errors are have explicit clue or satisfy above patterns then we can regard it as segmentation errors and correct them.
Correct POS tagging error
Because there are have only two CSAs("地" and "得") are cause POS tagging errors, for correct POS tagging, we use pattern rule based approach.
For correct "地" CSA POS tagging error, we checked adjacent term tag. If "地" CSA is wrong, the correct POS is Noun, so POS tag of the front located "地" CSA's adjacent should be one of the verb("炒:VV 地:NN"), measure word("一:NU 亩:MW 地:NN"), noun("注册:NN 地:NN"), and a few special pattern of "NN_AJ_NN_AJ" such as "人:NN 多:AJ 地:NN 少:AJ", but we do not corrected front adjacent POS tag is proper noun, because this pattern is possibility of segmentation error.
For correct "得"POS tagging error, we also based on grammatical function of "得" make pattern rule to correct POS tagging errors. Because "得" have three different grammatical functions, so separately check all of those pattern rules. For example, the input is " 竞:VV 得:DE 100 万:NU 股:MW(compete to obtain one million stocks) ", we check front adjacent POS tag of "得", the term "竞" is single verb, it have complement verb property, so to correct "得" POS tag to verb. If front adjacent POS tag is AD and unigram term like "还" or "就", we changed POS tag of "得" to auxiliary verb.
3.3.3
Correct Language abuse error Correct language abuse error is choice one of three CSAs problem. To correct language abuse error, we use Bigram approach to calculate the probability of all co-location term with CSAs. Consider the following example of a CSA related error: Based on pre-calculated probability of front located term: 不断 with each CSA, the language abuse error corrector is consulted to provide the most likely choice of CSA:
Given this probability distribution, a correction module changed CSA with "地" to generated "调整:NN 还:AD 在:PO 不断:VV 地:DE 变化:NN" as output.
Experiment

Experimental Setting
To gauge the performance of explicit usage of CSA grammatical functions to assist Chinese parsing, we carried out a series of experiments based on a news article data set. We collected 18,617 news articles in Chinese from net ease (www.163.com) in the year of 2007, and extracted 479,749 sentences among them, and filtered 197,925 sentences that do not contain CSA sentences. The remaining 281,824 sentences are tagged with Chinese POS tags using our Chinese POS engine. Since our objective is to deal with CSA's error, we extracted sentences collocating with " 的 " CSA terms also collocating with other CSAs terms from 281,824 sentences. We considered that 2053 terms are have multi-sense and could cause errors related with CSAs. In those term list, we only took 1009 terms with more than one frequency and to extracted CSA fragment in each sentence. Finally, 42,620 fragments are extracted and to used as our system data set.
To annotate the errors related with CSAs, we first use Language Model (LM) and CSA's grammatical functions heuristic approach extract all errors related with CSAs in the sentences. Two Chinese linguists further analyze these detected errors and remaining data respectively, and corrected both side data. By doing so, two linguists reviewed almost 60% data. The annotated data set was then divided into training (90%) and test (10%) sets.
CSA error detection
We designed a baseline system and comparison system to show the effectiveness of our system using CSA grammatical functions. The baseline system used the term (W) and POS tag (T) features, and the comparison system additionally used CSA's grammatical function.
To perform what The SVM light provides four kernel methods(Linear(L), Polynomial(P), RBF(R), Tanh(T)), among them, the polynomial kernel based method performs best(P:82.8 > L:77.13 > R:39.4 > T:32.7) with window size 10 in the baseline system. Additionally, we compared the precision values of CSA error detection methods corresponding to the varying the size of K. The Figure 2 shows the results. Based on the above setting we compared our baseline system with the comparison system additionally used CSA's grammatical function. Table 2 shows the performance comparison between two methods. It appears that our CSA grammatical function knowledge helps to detect CSA errors. 
CSA Error correction
According to the pattern rules mentioned in 3.3, we corrected each detected CSA error. Table 3 shows that correction accuracy and combination of the detection and correction accuracy. The experiment shows although the ratio of final performance decreases, this result is of enough worth. To evaluate the final performance of Chinese parsing, we designed a baseline system and comparison system. For comparison system we used CSA detection (D) and correction (C) module, but baseline system didn't used any one of them. For evaluation, we randomly selected 200 sentences from evaluation data set, but contained CSA error sentences which are guarantee at 10 ~ 20% in those selected sentences. The result is shown in Table 4 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, we addressed issues related to using CSA's grammatical functions to automatically detect and correct CSA error to reach correct parsing errors in Chinese parser. The experiment shows using explicit CSA knowledge helps to reduce parsing errors. Nowadays the statistics and probability approach very popular but combine this approach with language dependent knowledge and grammatical function would better help to improve performance.
